EDGE OF SWEETNESS BAKERY
Corporate Catering and Gifting Menu
Edge of Sweetness Bakery provides delicious handmade baked goods for a variety of corporate functions
including: breakfast and lunch meetings, afternoon coffee breaks, birthdays & anniversaries, as well as
employee or client recognition events.
Let us put together custom platters and packages perfect for your next event - big or small. We can even stock
your break room with our delicious snacks, coffee, and teas.

Below are a selection of our most popular catering trays. Please call or email us to discuss a custom menu

Breakfast Tray
A variety of our handmade glazed
scones, fruit muffins, & sliced breakfast
breads/coffee cakes
Small - 18 pieces $30

Greek Yogurt & Granola
Parfait Cups
Our handmade granola served
in a divided cup with greek
yogurt &

Coffee Break
Selection of sliced coffee cakes, scones,
and cookies with our Organic House
Coffee (box)
Small - 18 pieces $30

a side of honey

Medium - 24 pieces $50

Medium - 24 pieces $50
$3.50 per parfait

Large - 36 pieces $75

Large - 36 pieces $75

Cookie, Bar, & Brownie Tray

Sandwich Tray

Mini Cupcake Tray

A variety of our handmade cookies,
cookie bars, and brownies

A selection of mini sandwiches
including ham, roast beef, turkey, and
veggie with cheese and fixings.

A selection of mini frosted cupcakes

Small - 18 pieces $30

Medium - 24 pieces $50

Medium - 24 pieces $50

Large - 36 pieces $75

Small - 18 pieces $30
Medium - 24 pieces $50
Large - 36 pieces $75

Small - 18 pieces $30

Large - 36 pieces $75

We can also work with you to create a custom marketing gift program that may include:

Cupcakes and Cookies with your company’s logo
Individually packaged cupcakes with a custom tag or sticker
Cookie packages with your company’s marketing message

